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       Liu Zhe (Peking University) Foreignness in Cultural Otherness Intercultural Experience fiom Perpetual Peace to Cultural Rebirth Presentation at the on-line Conference "What After Eurocentrism? Phenomenology and lntercultural Philosophy". CUHK. June 23-25 ^ 2021 Encounter with the other remains a central problem in the modern transformation of Chinese culture all throughout the past centuries. It has become one of the major philosophical problems ir, other traditions for more tharr half a century. As a famous phenomenologist Rudolf Bernet very well acknowledges it, the "problem" is actually nothing other than a common indicator for various kinds of questions, such as the opposition betw.een rationalism and relativism, between universalism and pafticularism, as well as between trans-culturalism and nTulti-culturalism. It turns out that a rapid process of globalization and innovation of cutting-edge technologies do not help to ease but rather intensify our conflicts with others in the past decades. Nowadays, the problem of the encounter with the other remains far from a consensus of philosophical understanding, not to mention any possibilities of solution. Prof. Kwok-Ying Lau's proposed concept of "cultural flesh" promises to contribute a phenomenology of intercultural understanding and thereby renew our conterrporary conception of the encounter with the other. In his latest collection of essays. Phenomenology and Intercultural (Jnder,standing, which we are discussing to celebrate his many years of philosophical achievement and close emeritus today. Kwok-Ying on the one hand replaces the Eurocentric idea of philosophy as "pure th6oria" w.ith an alternative idea of reflective practice of self-care and self- transfonnation in order to promote a possibility of intercultural understanding in philosophy. On the other hand. he develops an inspiring conception of "cultural flesh" to ultimately ground such possibility of intercultural understanding. Such an I intercultural understanding on the basis of "cultural flesh" for Kwok-Ying is capable of "transgressing existing cultural borders while respecting and preserving cultural differences" (p.14). Kwok-Ying makes his phenomenological reflection on intercultural understanding in the era of post September-11 r.vhich is full of worries of culturalconflict. His phenomenological conception of "cultural flesh" can be regarded as a heroic effort to oppose a violent form of cultural otherness. His phenomenological notion of intercultural understanding tends to construe an alternative form of "unity of the human spirit" w,hich differs fiom the Hegelian speculative one. Following Merleau- Pont1,, Kwok-Ying argues that the unity of the human spirit in question "already exists in each culture's lateral relationships to the others, in the echoes one awakes in the other" (p. 170). For him. such a primordialconception of unity of the human spirit is able to reduce cultural violence to tolerable and respectful difl-erence. In such a harmonious unity. cultural difference is understood as "co-constitutive in the manif-estation of the total Being or the total truth" (p. I 67). Apparently, the Kantian Ideal of "Perceptual Peace" underlies Kwok-Ying's phenomenological efforts for "reducing conflicts and promoting understanding among rival cultures" (p. 2). Ku'ok- Ying's conception of "cultural flesh" then seems to elaborate a pre-established harmonious (inter-)world which precludes the possibility of cultural conflict to begin with. Since he at a single stroke jumps from one extreme of cultural conflict to the other of Perpetual Peace. one may then wonder whether such a pre-established hannonious (inter-)world could not dojustice to cultural otherness. Or whether one cannot reduce the alterity of another culture to something like a mere inner difference of team mates in a union of solidarity for one and the salre commitment to a "manifestation of the total Being or total truth" (p. 167). ln the following of this paper. I will dealrvith Kwok-Ying's innovative concept of "culturalflesh'" in orderto show what kind of cultural otherness is possibly accommodated therein. I will first analyze Kwok-Ying's interpretation of Merleau- 2 Ponty's ontological concept of flesh. Second I will shor.v in what sense his concept of "cultural flesh" is a possible manifestation of such ontological flesh. Third I will expose Kwok-Ying's reduction of the foreignness of the other for the sake of an institution of selfhood in his interpretation of (cultural) flesh. Finally I will show to what extent Merleau-Ponty's concept of flesh is equally open to the foreignness of the other and thereby a productive fbrm of conflict. This way. Ku,ok-Ying's phenomenology of intercultnral experience on the basis of "cultural flesh" then can be understood as promoting an endless process of mutual generation of different cultures rather than a realization of the Kantian ldeal of "Perpetual Peace''. l. Two-dimensional Conception of Ontological Flesh Kwok-Ying's concept of "cultural f-lesh" simultaneously is both a cultural interpretation and employment of Merleau-Ponty's ontological concept of "flesh". For him, it is a "good ambiguity" inherent in the ontological concept of flesh that ultimately grounds his notion of "cultural flesh" and the possibility of intercultural experiences. I will begin my explication of Kwok-Ying's concept of "cultural flesh" with his anti-Cartesian and anti-metaphysical interpretation of Merleau-Ponty's ontological concept of fl esh. In chapter l0 which specifically deals with the notion of the flesh, Ku,ok-Ying argues that Merleau-Ponty's ontologicalconcept of flesh can neither be equated to metaphysical substance of materiality or matter nor to that of mind. His re.iection of any metaphysical interpretation of Merleau-Ponty's ontological concept of flesh results from a two-dimensional characteristic of the reality of flesh. Krvok-Ying regards such two-dimensional characteristic as the "good ambiguity" of the ontological flesh in question. Yet according to his interpretation, such two- dimensional characteristic is not imrnediately ontological to begin with but has an anthropologicalroot in the "phenomena of reversibility". As Kwok-Ying very well acknowledges it, the peculiar phenomenon of reversibility in question primarily means that as being sensed or touched" one's living body "can draw the sensing being- ! or the touching being into itself and transfbrm itself into a sensing or touching being' yet without losing its difference with the originally sensing or touching being" (p. l8l). He supposes that Merleau-Ponty generalizes such an anthropological structure of our touching experiences into the ''most basic phenorlenon of sensibility in general" which is no more confined in the reversibility of the being touched-touching but extends to that of the visible-seeing and the sensible-sensing. It certainly is controversial whether Merleau-Ponty's generalization of reversibility into all our forms of sensible experiences results from his abuse of the Husserlian analysis of the phenomenon of touch touching inthe ldeen 1L Now it is sufficient to acknowledge that Kwok-Ying's anti-rlretaphysical interpretation of Merleau-Ponty's notion of f'lesh grounds in such a generalized structure of reversibility. For Kwok-Ying. the phenomenon of reversibility shows that the reality of f'lesh consists of such a twofold unity of "sub-iect-object". He characterizes such an extraordinary unity of flesh irr terms of "identity in difference without complete coincidence" (p. l8l). It is such an internal distance (or öcart) in the inner of the flesh tliat resists against any rnetaphysical conception of substance. Yet so far one can only derive the notion of flesh fbr human living body as an "exemplar sensible" fiom the generalized phenomenon of reversibility. It thus remains to show to what extent the notion of flesh can be fufther generalized fbr things. the world and even Being as such in the sense of "the sensible in general". To make sense of Merleau-Ponty's ontological generalization of flesh in question. Kwok-Ying stresses another fact which interests Merleau-Ponty, namely, a "connivance between our flesh and the world". He argues that for Merleau-Ponty there exists a "pact between the things and me according to which I lend them rny body in order that they inscribe on it and give me their resemblance" (p. 185). It is necessary fbr their connivance on the one hand that my body as a perceptive agent exposes itself to the exterior and thereby affected. On the other hand. my body brings its own structure to articulate things and the world and hence "incorporate" the latter. As such, the sensible nature is no more restricted in our flesh but likewise characterizes both things and the world. Merleau-Ponty is thus jr-rstified to conclude in his commemoration of Husserl in I 959 that "the sensible is the universal form of brute being". As a consequence, Kwok-Ying concludes that the flesh as an "oelernent" constitutes a "style of being" in opposition to both matter and mind as two kinds of substance. Merleau-Ponty's justifiable ontological generalization of flesh rneans that the being of the Sensible in general consists of the "interpenetration and interlwining of two different properties" within the single unity of the f'lesh. Kwok-Yirig further interprets such "interpenetration and inteftwining" as'ochiasm'' in the sense of "the movement of coiling over of the sensible upon the sensing body" (p. 182). The flesh is understood as "the coiling over of the sensible upon the sensing body, the visible upon the seeing body, and the tangible upon the touching body" (p. I S5). For him, the coiling over in question involves the movement "of dehiscence, of digging a distance with regard to itself and within itself iir order to return to itself'(emphasis added, p. 183). It is worth of stressing that the teleological movement does not mean to prioritize the selfhood although the movement of coiling over of the flesh gives birth to selfhood. As such, the teleological movement for Kwok-Ying only shows that the flesh is not chaotic but rather arliculated to institute selfhood. II. From the In-betneen to the Cultural Flesh In Merleau-Ponty's ontological concept of flesh, the moment of internal difference plays a crucialrole to differentiate the sensible from any form olsubstance. We have seen above that such internal difference not only concerns a peculiar form of self- reflexivitl,as a generalized reversibility of one's bodily experience of touch touching but also the expressive relation betr.l,een the living body and the world. Kwok-Ying then synthesizes the two sorts of relations as the "transition from one domain to another" or the "transition between two domains apparently heterogeneous". namely, "between soul and bod1,, idea and matter. interior and exterior. and nature and culture" (p. 186). Due to such kind of synthesis, Kwok-Ying supposes that my being in the world simtrltoneously is my self-relation andyice ver,\a. He calls such a synthesis as 5 "in-betr,veen" that finally undergrounds the concept of tl,e cultural flesh Yet one may wonder to what extent Krvok-Ying is justified to synthesize my self- relation and my relation to the world into a single transitional relation in spite of their apparent difference. He demonstrated that in the pre-objective terrain the early Merleau-Ponty's notion of "interpenetration. interdependence and integration" means the same thing as his later "interwining. encroachment and chiasm'". After a number of Merleau-Ponty's manuscripts continuously becomes accessible in the latest years" it is clear that the two groups of concepts proves to have very different origins. Aparl from historical reasons, it is debatable whether these concepts are to deal with one and tlre same transitionalrelation. In the SB and PhP,Merleau-Ponty's concepts of "interpenetration, interdependence and integration" mean to account of inter-sensorial and inter-ntodal unity of one's living body as well as its counter-part of perceived things and the world. A best case can be found in Merleau-Ponty's meticulous description of performance of organist. Though the phenomenon of touch touching is acknowledged in the PhP, such intra-sensorial relation and the associated sef reflexiviQ in this peculiar experience has not yet been used to account of the unity of living body. It is thus indispensable to show how the self-reflexivity can be synthesized with the relotion to the other in a single relation o1'what Kwok-Ying calls the "in-between". Kwok-Ying stresses the crucial role that intercorporeity and interworld play in Merleau-Ponty's ontologicalconcept of flesh as the "lrovement of the coiling over" He understands the concept of intercorporeitv as the "transitivity from a body to another body". As he quotes from the later Merleau-Ponty. With the reversibility of the visible and tangible, what is open to us is ... an intercorporeal thing, a presumptive dornain of the visible and the tangible. rvhich extends further than the things I touch and see at present. There is a circle of the touched and the touching. the touched takes hold of the touching:there is a circle of the visible and the seeing, the seeing is not without visible existence;there is even an inscription of the touching in the visible. of the seeing in the tangible - 6 , and the converse: there is finally a propagation of tliese exchanges to allthe bodies of the ,some type and of lhe same sr1y'e which l see and touch - and this by virtue of the fundamental fission or segregation of tlre sentient and the sensible which, laterall,v, rnakes the organs of my bod.v communicate and fbunds transitivity from one body to another. (emphasis added, p. 187-l88) Clearly. Merleau-Ponty makes a unification of the self-reflexivity and the relation to the other in this paragraph. His possible unification is based on "the same type or the same style" which underlies each of intercorporeal sirbjects. lnsofar as the "fundamentalfission or segregation of the sentient and the sensible" constitutes the "san1e type" or the "same style"" it is no more diffrcult to understand my intercorporeal relation to the other as my self-reflexivity. As a consequence, the "coiling over of the sensible on the sensing body" as the "style of being" underlies Merleau-Ponty's notion of tlie world. Kwok-Ying then argues that due to such characterization of the relation of "in-between" as interprenetration, interdependence, interwining and encroachment, the sensible and pre-objective world is nothing other than the "world of promiscuity" which Merleau-Ponty calls "interworld". For Kwok-Ying. the "in-between" nature of the flesh is best manifested in our intercultural experiences which as our pre-objective experiences not only involves learning of a foreign language but also "acquiring new cultural sensibilities through the graft of a new cultural flesh" (p. 189). From this perspective, he finally coins the innovative term of "cultural flesh" to highlight the characteristics of "interpenetration, interwining. encroachment, promiscuity and hybridity" in the "style of being". III. The Otherness in the In-Between Kwok-Ying's idiosyncratic concept of cultura[ flesh not merely constitutes a cultural interpretation of Merleau-Ponty's ontological flesh but also an intercultural employment. Put another way, the concept of cultural flesh should contribute to ground a possibility of our intercultural understanding. We have shown that the possibility of intercultural understanding for Kwok-Ying relies on a "graft of a new 7 - cultural flesh" wliich Ineans the "coiling over of the cultural flesh of the others upon our original cultural flesh" (p. 190). On the basis of the "in-betrveen". the movement of "coiling over" in our intercultural experiences must involve a soft of cultural chiasrn of different cultures. Kwok-Ying argues in a very itnpressive way, In orderto grafttlre cultural flesh of the others on ourown cultural flesh. we certainly have to learn the language of the others such that we can read canonical r,vorks of another culture. We sliould also acquire knowledge of their histor-v. literatLrre and myths, appreciate their works of art, music and dance, savourtheir food. drinks and rvines. We should even try to put their clothes and accessories on our own bod.v. etc. In short. we have to ler-rd ollr own cultural flesh to the cultural world of the others in order to have the sensibility of the others by the coiling over of the cultural sensibility of the others upon our cultural sensibility. (p. 190) Clearly what Kwok-Ying understands of the cultural "in-between" relies on my bodily appropriation of another culture and makes the latter visible in arrd through my transformed bodily structure. For him, the "graft of a new cultural flesh" on my o\ryn home culture means to cultivate a "state of mind and of carnal dispositions through rvhich our flesh can have the sensibility of other cultures". As such. Kwok-Ying's conception of intercultural understanding amounts to "imnterse ourselves in the mood of the sub-iects of the Other culture" and "feel what others feel" (p. 1 8)' Certainly. such an understanding orbetter sensibility of the Otherpeople does help us to reduce or even exclude cultural conflicts rvhich allows a room forthe realization of the Kantian Ideal of "Perpetual Peace". Nevertheless one may wonder to what extent the otherness of another culture could be maintained in Kwok-Ying's conception of intercultural understanding. Since we can "feelwhat others feel" in our sensibility of the Other culture, others culture seem as l/ merely to be aspects of our own culture. lt thus remains to see to u'hat extent the transcendence of another culture can be maintained without annihilation of the possibility of our intercultural understanding. Kwok-Ying is very well aware that his notion of "cultural flesh" may threaten to deprive other cultures of their transcendence. Without such a indispensable moment of otherness, our intercultural 8 7 experiences would become meaningless. Kw-ok-Ying thus stresses such a fäct that our intercultural understanding does not mean to replace another culture but always involves an error. He follows Ldvi-Strauss to acknou,ledge that either "olrr own training hides what there is to know from us" or "it becomes, in our life in the field, a means of incorporating other people's differences" (p. 190). lt thus seems that the error in our intercultural understanding by nature originates from our self-enclosure upon ourselves. If as Kwok-Ying acknowledges our intercultural understanding always contains error, it is then necessary to show in what sense such an intercultural experience can be regarded as understanding of another culture. Now one seems to confront a seemingly unsolvable paradox. Either we don't have an intercultural understanding if another culture is accessible to us, or we could not gain any intercultural underslanding if what we experience is another culture other than ours. Kwok-Ying then proposes a Merleau-Pontyean solution to such paradox on the basis of a renewal of the concept of truth and its associated concept of the universal. He argues that the truth of intercultural understanding "is not pure light but a hybrid formation of truth and error. of familiarity and strangeness" (p. 190). One may wonder to what extent Kwok-Ying is justified to allow a room for the hybrid form of truth in our intercultural understanding. He once again borrows from Merleau-Ponty a concept of "lateral universal". According to Kwok-Ying, Merleau- Ponty distinguished the notion of "lateral universal" from that of "overarching universal" as obtained by a strictly objective method. He interprets Merleau-Ponty's notion of "lateral universal" as 'oan intercultural system of reference comprehensive enough to accommodate the most divergent experiential types which ever have existed in human history" (p. 168). In this sense, cultural difference does not equate to separation but multiple aspects of "revelation of the total truth". The error due to the self-enclosure in our intercultural understanding then can be overcome by our awareness of the irreducible and inexhaustible multiplicity of aspects of the truth. Our 9 j- intercultural understanding thus cannot but involve an infinitely open process through our continuous awareness of "what is foreign to us and what is foreign in us" which can never be completely appropriated to us. Clearly such foreignness or more precisely otherness of another culture does not amount to a complete inaccessibility to us. On the basis of Merleau-Ponty's notion of "lateral universal". Kwok-Ying understands the otherness of other cultures as "co-constitutive in the manifestation of the total Being or the total truth" (p. 167). lV. Cultural Otherness as Foreignness Kwok-Ying's phenomenological concept of cultural flesh promises us to "transgress existing cultural borders wliile respecting and preserving cultural differences". The otheness of another culture should neither be cancelled nor exaggerated into a separation betw-een different cultures in our intercultural experience. For this reason" he re.iects Ldvinasian criticism of the Merleau-Ponty ontological concept of flesh which underlies his own concept of cultural flesh. According to Kwok-Ying, Ldvinas criticizes that Merleau-Ponty's analyses of reversibility of touching means to accomplish merely "pure knowledge" and hence cannot do justice to the alterity of another person (p. 199). Kwok-Ying rejoinders that the Ldvinasian criticism presupposes the "untouchable" character ofthe Other. So far as the "untouchable" nature of the Other equates to a "radical ontological separation" between the subject and her Other, it becomes absolutely impossible to "construct the inter-space betr'veen the self and the Other" (p. 200). Without such an inter-space. our intercultural space with other cultures and intercultural communication likewise are thoroughly destroyed. If the Ldvinasian form of alteritl' as untouchable must be characterized as .foreignness, Kwok-Ying maintains that such a foreignness of other cultures as cancellation of intercultural understanding must be precluded from his conception of cultural flesh to begin with. Yet one may wonder whether the alterity of the Other as foreignness necessarily results in what Kwok-Ying understands as "radical ontological separation" in Ldvinas. 7 Due to the untouchable nature, we simply \\,on't be able to "lend our own cultural flesh to the culturalworld of the others in orderto have the sensibility of the others by the coiling over of the cultural sensibility of the others upon our cultural sensibility" (p. 1 90). Yet such denial of our access does not of necessity result in a complete cancellation of our interculturalexperience. One may think of our experiences when encountering a remote culture merely preserved in historical literatures or in excavated relics. The literatures or relics only hints at the immemorial existence of the remote culture without allowing us any accessibility. not to mention our understanding in the u,ay of grafting their cultural flesh upon ours. One may also think of dark sides of another culture whose existence w-e even don't like to recognize. In both cases, the transcendence or foreignness ofanother culture does not deny to us the possibility of intercultural experience though such experience completely differs from Kwok-Ying's notion of intercultural understanding. Facing the egnimatic records or unbearable darkness of another culture, we in our intercultural experience can do nothing otherthan consent /o the eternalpass-away of their hinted remote cultures or the existence of the darkness of another culture. Clearly our reluctant consent does not mean that we experience another foreign cultures for a richer understanding of the world but fbr our recognition of their leating the world or their fracturins the world. Either the immemorial or the unbearable nature of another culture manifests their radical foreignness that resists against nhat Kwok-Ying understands of intercultural understanding. Facing such foreign culture, our consent doesn't mean to subsume under the violence of that other culture and suffer from fragmentation. On the contrary, our reluctance in the consent has shown a sign of self-transcendence and self-transformation in the imminent rebirth of our own culture. Now one may revisit the Ldvinasian criticisrn of Merleau-Ponty's flesh which Kwok- Ying acknow'ledges. According to Kwok-Ying. Merleau-Ponty's ontological conception of the flesh relies on the movement of reversibility which contains both ll self-ref-lexivity and relation to the other. Although a priority is denied to either of interiority or exteriority. the movement of reversibility eventually ain'rs at the institution of selfhood. For Ldvinas, such a teleological movement simply distofts the otherness of the Other from the radical foreignness to the tarned difference. As a consequence of such distortion. Kwok-Ying's notion of cultural flesh seems to exclude the violent form of conflict in the otherness of another culture. For him, cultural violence can only cause the interrr-rption of our communication and results in human separation. V. Conclusion From Perpetual Peace to Cultural Rebirth Now Let rle come to my conclusion. Ku'ok-Ying's concept of cultural flesh tends to ground the possibility of our intercultural understanding. He understands human intercultural understanding as away to realize the Kantian Idealof "PerpetualPeace" which excludes all the possible cultural conflicts. Kwok-Ying's cultural flesh as a cultural manifestation and employment of Merleau-Ponty's ontological flesh proves to contain the structure of chiasm which involves the ''identity in difference without complete coincidence". Clearly there is a reflective movement generated by the flesh which however results from the sensitivity and affectivity of the f'lesh. As a consequence, the cultural form of chiasm consists of the "coiling over of the cultural sensibility of the others upon olrr cultural sensibility". The sensible exposure to another culture works as a constitutive condition in the inner of our own culture without deprivation of the otherness of another culture. Yet such otherness does not do violence to and hence decompose the unitl'of our own culture. For Kwok-Ying, the tamed otherness of another culture is manifested in the incompleteness of our intercultural understanding of another culture which. like ours. "is co-constitutive in the manifestation of the total Being or the total truth". Insofar as the otherness of another culture is reduced to the difference between aspects of the totaltruth, the cultural conflict which comes into view in events like t2 Y September-11 is precluded to begin with. Kr.vok-Ying's conception of cultural flesh as the ground of interculturaI understanding seems to presuppose a pre-established harmonious unity of different cultures. In this paper. we have attempted to show that the otherness ofanother culture can be foreign and hence inaccessible to us because of its violence to or resistance against our understanding. Facing such a foreign culture, we are sirnply not capable of grafting or transplanting a neu'cultural flesh upon ours. Hor,vever. the otherness of another culture as foreignness does not deny any possibilities to intercultural experience but rather solicit another fonn of intercultural experience in the form of consent which hints at a self-transcendence and rebirth of our own culture, something like phoenix out of ashes. From this perspective, the cultural conflict is no more precluded as the case in Kwok-Ying's concept of cultural flesh but rather transformed into a productive fbrce. It seems to me that our intercultural experience of a foreign culture can likewise be grounded on Merleau-Ponty's concept of flesh and its associated form of cultural flesh. As Kwok-Ying has already quoted Ldvi-Strauss. Merleau-Ponty's rvork "invites us neverto freeze an,v image of ourselves. of the world and of theirrelations." (p. I 7 I ) Such constant birth and rebirth of our cultures and their associated image of the world must be rooted in a conception of vulnerability of flesh in Merleau-Ponty. Making sense of Merleau-Pont1"s vulnerable flesh is a tremendous challenge saved for another work. l3 
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